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AIRBORNE; GEOPHYSICAL SURVEY 
O F THE TURNBULL TOWNSHIP 
/.REA, COCHRANE: DISTRICT, 
NORTHERN ONTARIO, FOR
_____B* W. LANO-————————.
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INTRODUCTION

During the period March 4th and 9th IHI. Canatftan A*vo Mineral 

Survey* Limited, conducted an Airborne Qeophyelcal Survey for B. W* 

Lang over a email area la Turnbull Town* hip, In the Cochrane District 

of Northern Ontario* The survey wa* performed with C. A. M. 8. goo* 

physically o quipped otter Aircraft utUUInf th* Rto*fo*I"liafOf Oat of

Electromagntttlc 8yat*m t with fitltoft Magootomator* and a Kuctoar

Sclntlllomator. ThU oqulptnaat to further described In 

Appendix IJofthU report.

A total of tome SS Urn mite* of survey wat completed, with line*

•paced at one-eighth mile interval** The line e were flown In a north-efttt,

•outh*w0it direction.

cioctromttgnotic anomaltoi h*ve botn plotted on a baa* map of
•cale l t U20 1 . The** anomaUee are Urted In Appendix Itothl* 

report and deccriptton of anomaly ee le c t ton and grading to included in 

Appendix lil of thto report.
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PERSONNEL

The personnel employed in this survey were aa follows t

Pilot: Mr* K. Atkins, Ottawa, Ontario,
Mechanic i Mr* R. Sarafield, Ottawa, Ontario*
Navigator: Mr* K. M c Le od, Toronto, Ontario.
Operator: Mr* O* Curtis, Ottawa, Ontario.
Data Reduction: Mr. D* Graham, Ottawa, Ontario*
Drafting! Mr. P* Tally hoe, Ottawa, Ontario.
Drafting; Mr. J. Priest, Toronto* Ontario*
Goophyeicists Mr. D* Wagg, Toronto* Ontario.

GEOLOOV

Much of the area is covered* but includes Algoman* Hailey 

burton and Keewatin rocks* crosscut frequently by Diabase dykes* 
trending K. N, V. .

Magnetic results indicate the probability of the survey 

traversing volcanic rocks* with dykes probable in toe North and 

North* E**t section of the survey*

RESULTS

Conducting anomalies encountered are generally weak and 

frequently broad, characteristic of fairly deep overburden, A large 

number of the anomalies occur on one Una only, and most of these 

would indicate ground investigation only if local geologic or other 

factors, were favorable.

The broad anomalies over the smalt lake ( 0*A and 9*C ) 

show weak quadrature only and no magnetic association, and are
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therefore thought to represent late bottom conditions only.

Anomaly li-A, although isolated, fhowi apparently lair cond 

uctivity with a 60 gamma magnetic correlation, and therefore may 

be of intereat.

Anomaly ll*B, though very weak, liea on a 200 gamma 

magnetic feature and therefore could be of intereat*

Anomaly 14-B, la aharp and ahowa a minor magnetic 

aatociation, but ie not confirmed on adjacent linea.

Anomaly 20*A, although isolated* appears to be genuine 

( but weak ) and hae weak magnetic correlation. A ground check 

here may be warranted, in connection with Conductor 11 described 

below.

The anomalies of lines 22* 21 and 24 shew poor character 

and would not appear to be geophyalcally interesting.

In addition to the isolated anomalies indicated* two conducting 

(tones have been detected and art discussed below.

CONDUCTOR f l Anomalies l?*A, li-A and W*A

This rone shows weak anomalies reflecting lair conductivity, 

with weak but definite magnetic correlation. The system would appear 

important* and ground investigation should b* carried out.
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Anomalies i4*A, ilWk and 16* A

This ey*tem 0how0 an apparent north* tenth ttrikt* and th0 

enomaiiot may In fact not bo inter- related* They 0how apparent 

high conductivity, with no magnetic correlation. Sine* tilt *ont tt 

close to Conductor f l* tt may be readily ground checked with the 

latter.

SUMMARY

Two conducting rone e of into re 0t. plat a number of 

ieolated unom&Hae have been Indicated. At leaet the former

thould be followed up on the ground.

EtetpectfuUy SubroJUed*

Don M. Wagg*
Prof. Eng,, \ Ontario ).
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Anomaly FkiucUilB

4*^A S19W98

*j* am /so

-C S16S/69

S-A 2699/902

-B 2679/&S

feA 2591/96

9-A 2469/71

-B 2460/6S

*C 24S5/4S

10*A 2SIS/6

tt*A 2267/70

 B 21S6/9

U.A 2079/62

14*A 1040/43

 B 1902/5

IS-A 1812/5

lo-/. 1617/21

B.

lit-PUae
OuuU

i/O/lU

SO/10

40/19

60/20

60/20

-/60

10/10

SO/10

-/SO

120/10

SO/20

-/SO

SO/40

SO/10

40/20

60/SO

SO/10

Vf. LANG

0 
/ItUuOQ

US'

150

ISO

ISO

ISO

110

1S5

140

120

120

tso
ISO

108

120

110

120

120

Magnet tea

Pott* 
Slight

Nil

NO T

Nil

Slight?

Pom.
slight

Dlr. 20g

Slight t

Slight

DU. SOg

Dlr. 40g

South 
*tfg* 2ls

Nil

Dlr. tig

Nil

Pott.
Slight

TUJUaWLLAREA

R&te .CommQ^tc 

S Broad,

Turbulence.

K Dual,

S

M Dual, poor character.

K Ouad, only * Broad.

x. Vary wt&ft.

S Po*e. TurbuUinco.

x Qtta4t only*

i Poor eharaeUr.

S

K

M Doubtful I. P,

i
i Wi*fc*

S

K Poor character.
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"- ""'4

UWi W22/S

19W* 1*74/7

l(t-j. 1204/7

22-A 1041/4

-B 1044/3

23-/ 906/9

24*A 0I2/&

26-/ 555/8

-B S77/6S

B, W, L/vfjfg

to.^..
90/&0 iOO1

60/90 110

40/* no
40/* 100

80/90 UO

20/20 100

60/20 140

40/20 UO

-/so ioo

*MO ioo

TURMBVLLAI^A

i MaanoU^f Hate Con*n*onte

DU. lOg 9 
Small peak 
on slope*

XHr. 40g l

&I9. 9lg X

I/ ir. ifg x

Nil 9 Poor character * 
Broad*

Nil x Poor character.

0tr. 2lg l Poee. Turbulence.

6* Side x Poor* 
40g

Dlr. lOg x Quad, only -Very 
Poor*

H* edge x Quad only * Swam]? 
I90f
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APPENDIX II

DESCRIPTION OF OTTER AIRBORNE GEOPHYSICAL SYSTEM.

SURVEY BASIS

The basis of surveys with this equipment is electromagnetic and magnetic results 

obtained from units installed in a deHavilland Otter aircraft. In addition re 

sults are available on a Scintillation record which gives a rough indication of 

overburden conditions traversed in addition to its normal function.

Traverses of a survey area are made at an appropriate elevation (usually 100' to 

200' above terrain,) on parallel lines spaced from one-quarter to one-eighth mile 

apart, and crossing the implied regional strike at right angles. Continuous 

photographic record is made of the ground passing below the aircraft, and this 

is correlated by time markers with the geophysical equipment records.

In the electromagnetic unit a low frequency (320 cycles per second) field is pro 

duced by a 'transmitter* mounted on the starboard wingtip, and the resultant field 

is measured at the 'receive 1 coil on the port wingtip. Separation of these coils 

is 61 feet. An electronic null device is adjusted BO that in the absence of a 

conductor within range of the system, no signal is recorded. The presence of a 

conductor distorts the received field, producing an anomalous signal wbich Is 

recorded. The anomalous signal is divided into two components, one which has 

the same phase as the transmitted field, termed the 'in-phase 1 component, and 

the other whose phase is at right angles to the transmitted field, termed the 

'quadrature 1 component. These are recorded on two channels of a six channel re 

corder, and the ratio of the in-phase to the quadrature components gives a measure 

of the conductivity of the disturbing body. Intensity of response depends on 

proximity to the body, conductivity of the body, and to its geometric configuration. 

In general, a body which bears dimensions and conductivity to be of interest will 

produce an anomalous signal larger than the background noise if the aircraft is 

within 300' to 400' of it.

The magnetometer installed in the aircraft measures short term variations in the 

total intensity of the earth's magnetic field. These short terra variations are 

recorded simultaneously on the six channel recorder with the e.m, results. In 

addition, all variations in this total field are recorded on a Rectalinear recorder 

for possible subsequent magnetic contouring when required.

A radio altimeter within the aircraft measures and records continuously the height 

of the aircraft above ground. This information is subsequently used to relate 

geophysical anomalies at varying altitudes.

The scintillation counter results are also recorded on the six channel recorder. 

These results are frequently useful in estimating conditions of overburden thick 

ness, where other means may not be available. It may also be useful in dividing 

broad geologic divisions within a survey area.

An indication of the air turbulence.. IB til no recorded on the six channel record, 

and spurious anomalies which may be due to an alrcrtift 'bunvp1 may" be



Appendix II - continued

The Aeropath camera continuously records the ground passing below the aircraft, 
and numbered fiducials are impressed on this same film at intervale usually of 
10 seconds, These same fiducials are recorded oh the six channel recorder and 
the rectalinear recorder, thus correlating all recorded information with accurate 
ground positions.

RECORDER TRACKS

In studying results from the six channel recorder, the following are the scales, 
reading from bottom to top of the chart, with increasing fiducial numbers to 
your left:

1) Fiducial marks are noted, with a time separation of 1500 feet approximately. 
Numbering from right to left, this being the 'forward' direction of flight.

2) Magnetometer; Each 5 mm. represents approximately 80 gammas. When the units
'steps' - approximately 320 gammas change ie indicated, This applies to the 

300-0-300 scale which is normal unless otherwise noted. Ten steps are available, 
beyond which, unless the range is advanced, the unit goes 'off scale 1 . It should 
be noted that this record is a differential record, with a time constant of some 
4 seconds. The net result of this is to wipe out long term variations, but to 
leave short term changes relatively unaltered. Thus the magnetometer record in 
this case is useful largely for 'correlating 1 magnetic features associated with 
the electromagnetic results.

3) In-Phase e.m. - Each 5 mm. represents approximately 100 parts per million 
referred to the primary field at the receive coil. Noise level should not 

exceed 50 parts per million, although records are still considered useable until 
the noise level reaches 100 p.p.m. Intensity is linear until 600 p.p.m. is 
reached, after which compression occurs to a level of 1200 p.p.m., beyond which 
the value is 'off-scale 1 .

4) Quadrature e.m. - Exactly the same scale values and comments apply to this 
trace as to the in-phase above.

5) Altimeter trace: The center of this trace represents approx. 150' above 
ground; the bottom, approx. 100*, and the top approx. 300'. Response on 

this trace is non-linear.

6) Accelerometer trace; One-third "G" force is indicated by 5 mm. deflection
from the central point. Bumps of greater than one-half "G" can cause spurious 

responses on the e.m. charts.

7) Scintillation trace; 5 mm. represents an increase of 0.06 mr/hr.

The Rectalinewr record charts produce absolute magnetic field results with scale 
of 300-0-300 covering the full paper width.
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SURVEY PROCEDURES AND RESULTS

PROCEDURE

Having laid out a proposed survey on a photomosaic at the required scale, the 
aircraft is navigated along the proposed flight lines at altitudes of 100' to 
250* depending on topography. This is designed so that detection of bodies 
of interest to a depth of not less than 150' below surface should be accom 
plished. Actual flight paths are tracked from the recording camera, to the 
photo-mosaic, and thence to the base map, which is plotted directly from the 
mosaic. The control fiducials are plotted directly on the base map as well 
as the photo-mosaic.

Anomalies are numbered according to the line on which they fall, and a 
sequence letter; lettering from South to North, or from East to West. They 
are assigned fiducial numbers from the charts, and transferred to the base 
map by means of proportional devices. The overall grade of the anomaly is , 
indicated by the manner in which it is plotted, as indicated on the base map. 
Where a magnetic contour map, or red-ball magnetic map has not been specified, 
the intensity of directly correlating magnetics is indicated opposite the 
appropriate anomaly.

ANOMALY, RATINGS

With due regard to the confusion which would arise from too large a number
of grade symbols appearing on the base map, we recognize 6 grades of anomalies.
The following factors are utilized in arriving at an anomaly rating;

A) Magnitude of the in-phase component of the e.m. response, related to a 
given altitude.

B) Ratio of in-phase to quadrature responses.

C) Shape, magnitude, and degree of magnetic correlation, if any.

D) Character and shape of e.m. curves, with due regard to altitude and 
ambient noise level.

Anomaly listings are compiled and included as Appendix I of this report. 
Ultimate rating is a reflection of the above factors, with the immediate 
objective being the localizing of ground anomalous zones of sufficient 
interest to warrant further investigation on the ground.

ANOMALY LISTING

The anomaly listing (Appendix I) shows all the pertinent data concerning 
each anomaly recorded during the survey. From left to right the columns 
indicate:

1) The anomaly appelation; the line number, followed by a letter, where the 
sequence is from South to North, or East to West.



Appendix III - continued

2) The fiducial limits of the anomaly. These are taken for all intents 
as the full base-width of the e.m. response. Dula, or double anomalies 
are grouped within one set of limits where the interpreter feels that their 
characteristics are similar, or where two zones lie within approximately 
300 feet of each other. In this connection, resolution is such that con 
ductive zones separated by only 100' should be distinguishable.

3) Electromagnetic (component) responses are recorded, in-phase first, 
followed by the quadrature. Response intensity is taken from the assigned 
base of the anoualy in each case,

4) Altitude above ground is recorded to the nearest 5 feet.

5) Magnetic phenomena associated with e.m. anomalies is noted. A con 
sistent pattern is used here, whereby the indication of direct correlation 

followed by magnetic intensity, is just that. Curve shapes must co 
incide, as well as peak positions. An indication of the e.m. position 
relative to a magnetic feature which does not correlate directly is shown, 
Direction is indicated, and relative distance is indicated according to the 
words 'edge 1 , 'flank', or 'side', and also the intensity of the magnetic 
disturbance involved.

6) Comments are given applying to an anomaly where conditions are not what 
might be called standard. In the case of multiple anomalies, the number of 
peaks are indicated. When the anomaly is broad, but does not reflect a 
wide zone, an indication of depth to disturbing body may be made. Possi 
bilities of spurious anomalies are noted (these are confined to atmos 
pherics and turbulence effects). When the interpreter finds a rating near 
a boundary, a comment may be made as to 'strong' or 'weak' - referring to 
the rating category in which the anomaly has been placed. Topographic 
features, or manmade disturbances will also be noted in this column. Indi 
cations of body dip or odd strike will be noted where applicable.

GENERAL

It is manifestly impossible to place all pertinent information on the base 
map, and although a boiling down of information is included, the base map 
should always be examined in conjunction with the anomaly listing for full 
appreciation of the assessment of the results made by the interpreter.

The purpose of a survey of this type is not to outline orebodies from the 
air, but to economically pin point those targets on the ground which warrant 
further expenditure as good bets in the exploration for orebodies.
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LEGEND
1 A ANOMALY . . . . . .B

1 B ANOMALY. . . . . .

2 A ANOMALY. . . . ,

2 B ANOMALY.. . . .

3 ANOMALY.

X TYPE ANOMALY.. .

210

NORTH (APPROXJ

MEAN TERRAIN CLEARANCE. . , . . . . .150 FEET

FLIGHT LINE SPACING.. . .. . . . . . .I/SMILE

RIVERS AND LAKES

HORIZONTAL CONTROL.. . . ... . . . BASED ON

PHOTO LAYCOWN

^3/307

AIRBORNE ELECTROMAGNETIC SURVEY

TURNBULL TWR AREA
ONTARIO

B.W. LANG
SCALE ' l INCH TO 1320 FEET 

3
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